
APPLIC8R 
RANGE



Applic8r Boom 
Sprayer Range.
Meet our most innovative linkage boom sprayers. 
Built by Hustler. Tested and proven by farmers 
around the world just like you. 

With the toughest design on the market, unique best-in-class 
agitation and mixing, user-friendly low profile tanks and an 
innovative modular design that allows you to customize your 
sprayer to get exactly what you need and make the most of your 
budget, Hustler’s Applic8r boom sprayers have got you covered.
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How Hustler Boom Sprayers 
help farmers achieve more.

ULTIMATE AGITATION

Utilising the lastest computer generated flow 
simulation we’ve created the perfect flow of 
liquid within the tank and combined with our 
MixMax™ technology and ErgoMax™ induction 
hopper, you can be assured that your solution 
is mixed and stays mixed. 

MODULAR DESIGN

Applic8r is modular and can have 
optional time savers fitted as and 
when you like or your budget fits. The 
SlickFit™ spray valving system, lets you 
choose how you’d prefer to control your 
new Applic8r.

BOOM!

When it comes to booms, you’re spoiled 
for choice! From 6 to 14m, manual 
and hydraulic folding, from our proven 
DuraBoom and SonicBoom range to 
our all-new EagleTech Boom to choose 
from. Optional bi-directional hose 
reels and spray guns can complete 
the customisation of your very own 
Applic8r. Need to go boomless in some 
of your paddocks, just add an optional 
nozzle kit up to 14-metre swath width.

FUNCTIONAL

Applic8r is loaded with practical features 
that help you get the job done quicker. It’s 
got quicker tank emptying, a deep sump 
that lets you spray on steep terrain, a 
ViziGauge™ that is visible from both the 
tractor seat and the ground, an optional 
QuickFlush™ kit that lets you clean the 
sprayer in less than a minute, and a handy 
toolbox with plenty of room for spare 
nozzles, filters and the controller.

EASY TO USE

Applic8r utilises space wisely with an  
ultra-low profile design. Filling from the 
ground is quick, safe and easy and with the 
spill catcher no longer do you have chemical 
down your front. A unique CoupleUp™ 
system makes connecting to filling stations 
or filling out of a creek with the Applic8r 
pump a snap. And everything you need is 
handy at the left hand side. 

COMPACT AND BUILT TO LAST

Careful attention to detail, smart chassis/
tank/pump integration has allowed Hustler 
to produce the toughest and most compact 
sprayer available today that no longer needs 
to be parked on a pallet. And has a built-in 
SkidPlate™ protecting the vital parts from 
common obstacles faced when spraying.
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The quality is pretty exceptional really, 
we’ve had no failures with it since we’ve 
owned it from 2016, it’s been through 
some pretty rugged country and it 
seems to have stood the test of time.”

“

Justin Bennett - North Canterbury (New Zealand)
Farmer and owner of a Hustler Applic8r LX1150 
(formery Katipo 1150)
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Why Hustler boom sprayers 
are the world’s best.

LARGEST LID WITH SPILL RING 

The largest 455 mm lid to the 
tank with larger sieve, has a 
built-in hinge so that you can’t 
lose the lid during transport and 
filling. We’ve also added a spill 
ring around the lid to catch any 
accidental spillages to save them 
getting on the operator.

INTEGRATED TOOLBOX

Integrated into the design is a 
handy toolbox that’s quick and 
easy to open, and has plenty of 
space for spare nozzles, filters 
and the controllers when the 
sprayer’s not in use. 

COUPLEUP™ FILLING SYSTEM

Filling’s a snap! Fill as you normally 
would through the lid or with our unique 
CoupleUp™ 2” tank filling system. If you 
have a mixing station or trash pump 
you can fill directly using that pump, or 
you can utilise the Applic8r’s own pump 
to fill out of a trough or stream with an 
optional 5 or 10 metre filling hose.

VIZIGAUGE™

Our unique ViziGauge is visible 
from 120 degrees, so whether 
in your tractor seat or on the 
ground you can easily see your 
tank level and how much fluid 
you have left. A floating ball tube 
gauge makes it easy to read the 
calibrated ViziGauge™ which now 
features both Gallons and Litres 
and provides more tank filling 
accuracy with our unique mould-in 
permanent graphics.

REAR MOUNTED PUMP

The unique design of a rear-mounted, 
offset pump allows for the longest 
PTO shaft in its class. There is less 
angle of the joints, making for a 
longer-lasting shaft, which enables 
the sprayer to run whilst on the 
ground. You can fit the Applic8r to 
any tractor size without needing to 
cut or lengthen the PTO shaft.

HANDWASH TANK

Built-in 18-litre tank for clean 
water so that you can wash 
your hands once finished. 
Makes spraying with an 
Applic8r enjoyable.

DEEP SUMP

A generous sump size is all part 
of the design. You can spray on 
steep terrain without sucking air 
or leaving missed patches, and 
you’ll empty the entire tank, even 
when operating on the steepest 
of terrain.

Hustler Applic8r Boom Sprayers 
are the sturdiest, most versatile 
boom sprayers on the market.

ISO LINKAGE MOUNTS 

The Applic8r’s 3-point mounts are 
built to ISO standard, unlike most 
other sprayers. This means you no 
longer need to park your sprayer on a 
stack of pallets for the 3 point linkage 
to reach it, and it fits both fixed and 
floating 3 point linkage arms making 
it quicker and safer to hook up.

LARGER PUMPS

Applica8r is spec’d with a larger than 
normal pump, to ensure your sprayer is 
future-proofed. Standard with 110l/min 
Comet diaphragm pumps for longer service 
intervals and the ability to handing liquid 
fertilizers. Any fluid is only in contact with 
either plastic or stainless-steel parts which 
eliminates any chance of corrosion.

ADJUSTABLE VALVE MOUNT

Ideal for manual options, this 
makes the controls easier to 
reach, and when the sprayer is 
parked in the shed the valve can 
be adjusted out of harm’s way.

SLICKFIT™ CONTROLS

The Applic8r range comes standard 
with a 3-section control system 
and thanks to our unique SlickFit™ 
system, you can swap controls in a 
flash from the most basic of manual 
controls right through to a full ISO 
GPS control system with automatic 
section controls. The choice is yours!

UNIQUE CHASSIS DESIGN

Compact and built to last, it has the biggest 
section in its class! The unique straight-
through chassis design and careful attention 
chassis/tank/pump integration has allowed 
Hustler to produce the toughest and most 
compact sprayer available today. The 
Applic8r’s chassis has been CAD tested for 
stress and real-life tested for fatigue on our 
destroyer, where it lasted longer than  
4 times the required benchmark.

BUILT-IN SKIDPLATE™

A tough built-in SkidPlate™ protects 
the vital parts – including the pump, 
tank, filters and drain – from damage, 
should you misjudge a hump or hollow.

NOZZLE CHART 

Now showing L/Ha and G/Ac our unique 
nozzle chart is permanently moulded into 
the polymer of the tank, so you’ll never need 
to go searching for a nozzle chart again, and 
helps the operator get set up and spraying 
quicker every time.

FRONT TANK 

A front tank can double your tank capacity 
and add balance to your spray rig. 

Available in two sizes: 1150 or 890 Litre 
capacity. 

Can be used as an alternative to a front 
weight block, adding versatility of easily 
adjustable weight, allowing you to reduce 
weight as and when needed, while also 
providing the convenience of having a 
spare water reservoir on-board. 

With the industries best warranty, unique best in class agitation and mixing, 
Toughest design on the market, user-friendly low profile tanks with a Hustler 
boom sprayer, you’re covered. You can choose from a package   

> Specifications subject to change without prior notice - check hustlerequipment.com for current specifications and options
> Some models not available in all territories, check with your local Hustler Field Consultant for availability in your country  9 8
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Our Most Popular 
Sprayer Packs.
The choice is yours! Choose from one of our most 
popular build packs or customize from scratch with the 
most comprehensive list of options using our intuitive 
online sprayer configurator. 

APPLIC8R LX680
STARTER PACK

APPLIC8R LX1150
PRODUCTIVITY PACK

> 1150 litre capacity
> 3 Section Electric Controls with   
   pressure adjust
> Flush Tank
> Storage Box
> MixMax™ Agitation System
> 12m Hydraulic SonicBoom

 

APPLIC8R LX1150
CONTRACTORS PACK

> 1150 litre capacity
> 5 Section ISOBus Controls
> GPS Auto Section Control
> Flush Tank
> Storage Box
> MixMax™ Agitation System
>  NEW 14m hydraulic EagleTech 

Boom

APPLIC8R LX1150
CROPPERS PACK

> 1150 litre capacity
> 3 Section Auto Rate Control
> GPS Guidance System
> Flush Tank
> Storage Box
> MixMax™ Agitation System
> 12m Hydraulic SonicBoom

> 680 litre capacity
>  3 Section Manual 

Controls
> Flush Tank

> Storage Box
>  MixMax™ Agitation 

System
> 8m manual DuraBoom

APPLIC8R LX890
VERSATILE PACK

>  3 Section Electric Controls 
with pressure adjust

> MixMax™ Agitation System
> 8m manual DuraBoom
> 890 litre capacity
> Flush Tank
> Storage Box
> 50m hose reel

> Specifications subject to change without prior notice - check   
   hustlerequipment.com for current specifications and options
> Some models not available in all territories, check with your local Hustler 
   Field Consultant for availability in your country  11 10



It’s durable, it’s common sense engineering 
and I think value for money. It’s very well built, 
very user-friendly. You can’t do any better 
when looking at competitor sprayer brands.” 

“

Roger Cornish - Gippsland (Australia)
Agriculture contractor and owner of an Applic8r LX680 
(formerly Katipo 680)
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EagleTech Boom
When it comes to boom stability and application accuracy, 
EagleTech is a clear class winner! Featuring yaw, vertical 
and individual sectional suspension, in-line sectional filters, 
transport boom-locks, hydraulic boom dampeners and the most 
user-friendly wing-lift, the EagleTech Boom covers more ground – 
no matter how rough – with the smooth glide of an eagle!

IN-LINE SECTIONAL 
FILTERS

Allows you to change just 
one filter for five nozzle 
bodies at once, saving you 
tons of time. 

VERTICAL SUSPENSION

The unique roller design 
(rather than slides) provides 
more supple verticle 
suspension to soak up the 
impact when encountering 
a hole in your path.

SELF-LEVELLING

Quad link self-levelling 
centralises the boom to the 
angle of the tractor, not to 
gravity, and the incorporated 
hydraulic boom dampener 
prevents the boom from 
whipping around uncontrollably, 
like other self-levellers.

UNIQUE WING-LIFT

The unique folding design 
provide full wing-lift from the 
hip of the boom, making for 
easier contour following and 
faster fold/unfold times - and 
it makes operation a breeze.

HYDRAULIC BOOM 
DAMPENERS

Dampeners take all the whip 
and bounce, and create a 
real stable ride with next 
level durability.

TRIPLE NOZZLE BODIES

Allows you to flick between 
three different nozzles sizes 
and water rates instantly.

UNIQUE END-SECTION 
SUSPENSION

The end sections are 
suspended separately from 
the intermediate section, 
reducing the weight from the 
boom and increasing stability 
and longevity.

RUBBER SAFETY 
HOLDERS

Secures the boom and 
redirects the weight and 
jostling during transport, 
providing longevity.

YAW DAMPENERS

Provides both fore and aft 
suspension, reducing fatigue 
and providing an incredibly 
supple ride, even when 
turning on headlands or 
working in undulating terrain
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Want to see it in action? 
Check out the EagleTech 
Boom video on our site.

hustlerequipment.com/eagletech

> Specifications subject to change without prior notice - check hustlerequipment.com for current specifications and options
> Some models not available in all territories, check with your local Hustler Field Consultant for availability in your country  15 14



Customise your Applic8r.

With protected nozzles, and individual 
left and right folding.

With protected nozzles, and individual 
left and right folding.

With protected triple nozzles, individual 
left and right folding and wing-lift, 
hydraulic height adjust and suspension.

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: SonicBooms

SUITS: all modelsSUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: SonicBooms

SUITS: SonicBooms

SUITS: all models

SUITS: SonicBooms

SUITS: SonicBooms

SUITS: all models

SonicBoom 10 metre 
hydraulic fold boom

SonicBoom 12 metre 
hydraulic fold boom

EagleTech 14 metre  
hydraulic fold boom

Boomless nozzle kits up to 18 metre 
swath for fertilizer products. 

Single side manual

High pressure hose & Turbo gun with 
reel lock & 90º swivelling mount

Remove the need for a PTO shaft and 
the hassle of connecting it

Add self-levelling on SonicBooms for 
improved contour following

Single side

High pressure hose & Turbo gun with 
reel lock & 90º swivelling mount

Boomless Applicator Nozzles

Fenceline Nozzle

Bi-Directional 50m hose reel Bi-Directional 100m hose reelHydraulic drive option

AutoLevel self-levelling kit

Electric Fenceline nozzle kit

Manual fold boom 
with protected quick 
fitting anti-drip 
nozzle bodies and 
nozzles, breakaway 
boom protection.

Comes with Tank 
Selector valve, hose 
& Quick couplings. 
Shown with optional 
Road visibility kit, 
storage box and flush 
tank

Comes with Tank 
Selector valve, hose 
& Quick couplings. 
Shown with optional 
Road visibility kit, 
storage box and flush 
tank

Manual fold boom 
with protected quick 
fitting anti-drip 
nozzle bodies and 
nozzles, breakaway 
boom protection.

Front visibility kit 
includes a LED 
lightbar for nightime 
vision, LED indicators 
and Hazard panels

LED Stop, Tail lights 
and Hazard for a 
quick integrated 
setup

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: Front tank kitsSUITS: EagleTech Booms

DuraBoom  
6 metre

FM890 FM1150

DuraBoom  
8 metre

Road visibility kit 
- Front

Road visibility kit 
- Rear

Manual booms

Front tanks & optionsHydraulic booms

Boom options / alternatives

Boom options 

Pumps Hose reels 

Includes nozzles and caps for quicker 
nozzle changes for SonicBoom range

1000mm of lift adjustment and 
suspension

Triple nozzles SonicBooms 

HydraLift boom height adjust 

> Specifications subject to change without prior notice - check hustlerequipment.com for current specifications and options
> Some models not available in all territories, check with your local Hustler Field Consultant for availability in your country  17 16



Customise your Applic8r.

Automatic spray rate controllingAutomatic spray rate controlling

SUITS: all models

SUITS: Bravo 180 rate controller

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

Arag Bravo auto rate controls 
5 section

Arag Bravo auto rate controls 
3 section

Controls

Speed input options

SUITS: electric controlled models

SUITS: Bravo 180 rate controllerSUITS: ISOBus controlled models

SUITS: all models

Upgrade from the standard 3 section

Connects Auto Rate controller to 
tractors factory radar connection

Improve the savings from your Auto 
boom section control

With in-cab control (manual section 
valves)

Factory fitted to sprayer, eliminates 
the need to run a wheel sensor on 
each tractor

Comes with pressure adjust

5 section, GPS swath compatible

5 section valves

Radar cable fittedAdd extra sections ISO

Electric master

GPS speed antenna

3 section electric controls

ISOBUS auto rate 

SUITS: all modelsSUITS: all models

SUITS: Applic8r LX680 & LX890

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all models

SUITS: all modelsSUITS: Applic8r LX680

Full GPS Guidance linked to spray 
controller

Factory fitted with protective cover, 20 
litre tank, in-cab control & storage box

Comes standard on the LX1150Easy fill chemical induction system

Suck chemicals direct from container

Full GPS Guidance TC unlocks for Swath 
control and ISO implement control

Comes with suction filter

Convenient chemical container lockerComes standard on LX890 & LX1150

Raven CR7 GPSDouble foam marker kit

100L flush tank kit

Filler probe

Raven CR7 ISO ready

5m remote filling hose

StorageBox™ MixMax™ agitation system

Guidance

Time savers

ErgoMax™ Induction Hopper

Ideal when fitting 
larger booms to 
provide more stable 
parking of the 
Applic8r

For improved tank 
access

SUITS: all modelsSUITS: all models

Extendable 
parking feet

Inspection Step

> Specifications subject to change without prior notice - check hustlerequipment.com for current specifications and options
> Some models not available in all territories, check with your local Hustler Field Consultant for availability in your country  19 18
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